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Editor’s Note
Runner Proving to Be a Marathon
This reporting period saw a number of cases highlighting the continuing impact of Runner v.
New York Stock Exchange, 13 N.Y.3d 599, and the expansion of the definition of an
“elevation-related risk.”
In Aramburu v. Midtown W.B., LLC, 126 A.D.3d 498, the Third Department found an elevation-related
risk where an object rolled down a ramp and struck the plaintiff. The principles set forth in Runner
were further extended where an elevation-related risk was found when the upper portion of an
extension ladder fell a short distance — even though the ladder’s feet were level with the plaintiff.
Liability arising from the activity of a construction manager was imposed in DaSilva v. Haks Engrs.,
125 A.D.3d 480 and Larkin v. Sano-Rubin Constr. Co., Inc., 124 A.D.3d 1162. There the First and
Third Departments looked at the construction management provisions that specifically stated the
construction manager would not supervise, direct, control, or have the authority over the contractor’s
means and methods. These decisions highlight the need for comprehensive contract provisions in
order to defend and protect your clients’ interests.

Ellen H. Greiper
DIRECT 516.281.9894
egreiper@goldbergsegalla.com

The courts continue to struggle with the sole proximate cause defense. For example, in Doto v.
Astoria Energy II, LLC, 129 A.D.3d 660, the plaintiff chose to use a temporary scaffold instead of
a permanent ladder despite being told not to. The court granted plaintiff’s motion for summary
judgment on Labor Law §240(1), finding it was the defendant’s burden to show the plaintiff was
specifically told what not to do when relying on the recalcitrant worker/sole proximate cause defense.
Interestingly, the court also allowed plaintiff to raise an alleged violation of the Industrial Code in
support of his §241(6) claim for the first time in his motion for summary judgment, as it did not raise
new facts or theories of law, or prejudice the defendant.
Similarly, in Vasquez-Roldan v. Two Little Red Hens, Ltd., 129 A.D.3d 828, the plaintiff fell from a
scaffold while removing pipes from the ceiling of a renovation project. Plaintiff sued the premises
owner and lessee and was granted summary judgment under Labor Law §240(1) by demonstrating
that he fell from a scaffold that lacked safety rails. The defendants failed to establish that the plaintiff
was the sole proximate cause of his accident because: 1) they did not show the plaintiff was
instructed to use another scaffold with safety rails, and 2) the defendants’ contention that an
appropriate scaffold with safety rails was available was speculative.
The takeaway from this reporting period is that the sole proximate cause defense can be a
difficult burden for defendants. An owner or general contractor must do more than simply point to
an alternative safety device. They must establish that the plaintiff was specifically instructed to use
same, knew it was readily available, and for no legitimate reason failed to use it.
Please note that the second edition of the New York State Bar Association’s Construction Site
Personal Injury Litigation §§200, 240(1), and 241(6), edited by Goldberg Segalla’s Construction
Practice Group, is available. For more information, please contact me or visit the NYSBA website.
As always, we hope you find this edition of Labor Law Update to be a helpful and practical resource.
If you have any questions about the cases or topics discussed in this newsletter, or any feedback on
how we can make Labor Law Update more useful for you, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Ellen H. Greiper
Partner
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COURT OF APPEALS

NICOMETI V. VINEYARDS OF
FREDONIA, LLC
25 N.Y.3d 90 (2015)
April 2, 2015

BARRETO V.
METROPOLITAN TRANSP. AUTH.
25 N.Y.3d 426 (2015)
May 7, 2015

Plaintiff was injured when he was caused

Plaintiff and his co-workers, asbestos han-

to slip and fall on ice while using stilts to

dlers, erected an enclosure around a man-

install insulation in a ceiling. Plaintiff and

hole and subsequently removed the man-

defendant moved for summary judgment

hole cover to perform their work. Plaintiff

on plaintiff’s §240(1) claim. The Court of

was injured when he stepped into the open

Appeals held that plaintiff’s motion should

manhole. Plaintiff’s supervisor specifically

have been denied and granted the defen-

directed that the manhole cover be re-

dant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s §2401(1)

placed before the enclosure was removed.

claim. The court reasoned that the accident

However, plaintiff and his coworkers began

did not occur as a result of an elevation-

breaking down the enclosure without re-

related risk but was the result of ice, which

placing the cover. The defendants who were

was a separate risk that required a safety

owners, contractors and safety consultant

device.

moved to dismiss all Labor Law causes
of action as well as plaintiff’s common-law

Practice Note: The relevant inquiry when

negligence claim. Plaintiff cross moved for

faced with the applicability of Labor Law

summary judgment. The Court of Appeals

§240 in a stilt case is not the nature of the

granted plaintiff’s motion on §240(1), hold-

work being performed while using the stilts

ing that testimony established a guard rail

but what actually caused the plaintiff’s fall.

system should have been in place around

The Court of Appeals draws a distinction

the manhole while the enclosure was be-

between the failure of the safety device, in

ing dismantled and that its absence was a

this case the stilts, and a hazard that is un-

proximate cause of plaintiff’s accident. The

related to an elevation risk.

court also found that plaintiff’s actions could
not have been the sole proximate cause

Topics: Application of Labor Law;
Elevation-Related Hazard; Gravity-Related Risk

of his injury. Since the lower court never
reached an analysis of the §241(6) claim,
the cause of action was reinstated and re-

Topics: Application of Labor Law; Authority or
Control Over Work; Sole Proximate Cause

SAINT V. SYRACUSE SUPPLY CO.
25 N.Y.3d 117 (2015)
April 2, 2015
Plaintiff was injured while installing a new
billboard sign when he fell from an upper
catwalk to the lower catwalk while removing the old sign from the frame. Defendant
owner moved for to dismiss plaintiff’s Labor
Law claims, arguing he was not engaged
in a covered activity. Plaintiff cross-moved
for summary judgement on his §240(1) and
§241(6) claims. The Court of Appeals found
that plaintiff was engaged in alteration of a
structure since plaintiff’s work required the
attachment of custom-made extensions
that changed the dimensions of the billboard frame and granted plaintiff’s motion.
Practice Note: Although plaintiff was not
engaged in the actual work that was altering the sign, the court noted that the analysis of the type of work being performed is
not limited to what the worker is actually doing at the time of the accident, but the task
as a whole.
Topics: Protected Activity; Routine Activity

manded for further analysis. The owners’
motion for summary judgment was granted
as they did not have notice of the condition
that caused plaintiff’s accident. The court
found issues of fact as to whether the safety
consultant could be considered a statutory
agent under the Labor Law.
Practice Note: The fact that a supervisor
gave a direct instruction to plaintiff, which
was violated, was not dispositive on the
analysis of whether plaintiff was the sole
proximate cause of his injuries since plaintiff established the absence of an adequate
safety device.
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FIRST DEPARTMENT
JIMENEZ V. METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION AUTH.
124 A.D.3d 507 (1st Dept. 2015)
January 22, 2015

BORNER V. FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
124 A.D.3d 533 (1st Dept. 2015)
January 29, 2015
Plaintiff, a core driller, slipped and fell on ice

Plaintiff, a driller in a shaft, was injured

at a work site. The court denied defendants’

when a “rock anchor” slipped off a ledge

motions for summary judgment on plaintiff’s

and struck him. Plaintiff moved for summa-

§200 and common-law negligence claims.

ry judgment on the issue of liability on his

The court held that there were issues of fact

§§240(1) and 241(6) claims and relied upon

as to whether defendant property owner

his 50-h hearing testimony, a co-worker’s

had actual or constructive notice of the icy

affidavit, and defendants’ incident report.

condition and whether an engineering firm,

The court held that plaintiff’s motion as to

tasked with assuring compliance with con-

his §240(1) claim should have been granted

struction plans and specifications, had con-

even though discovery was not complete.

trol over plaintiff’s work and the work site.

The court found that the evidence relied on

Plaintiff’s §241(6) claim based on a viola-

by plaintiff established that he was struck

tion of Industrial Code 23-1.7(d) was dis-

by a falling object that should have been

missed as plaintiff’s accident occurred in a

secured and that the violation was a proxi-

parking lot, not a “floor, passageway, walk-

mate cause of the plaintiff’s injuries. Defen-

way, scaffold, platform or other elevated

dants failed to show that plaintiff’s motion

working area.”

was premature or that plaintiff’s conduct
was the sole proximate cause of the accident. In light of the court’s finding on plain-

Practice Note: Where the injury arises
from a dangerous condition, an owner can

tiff’s §240(1) claim, it did not address plain-

be liable if it created the dangerous condi-

tiff’s claim under §241(6).

tion or had actual or construction of it and

Practice Note: Although not mentioned in

failed to remedy the defect even if it did not
control plaintiff’s work.

the court’s decision, it appears that plaintiff moved for summary judgment before he
was deposed. Since one of the defendants
was a municipal entity, plaintiff was able to
rely on the testimony provided during his
50-h municipal law hearing.
Topics: Falling Objects; Proximate Cause
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Topics: Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions; Authority or Control
Over Work; Common-Law Negligence; Industrial
Code Regulations

FIRST DEPARTMENT
RAJKUMAR V. BUDD CONTR. CORP.
125 A.D.3d 446 (1st Dept. 2015)
February 5, 2015

DASILVA V. HAKS ENGRS.
125 A.D.3d 480 (1st Dept. 2015)
February 17, 2015

ARAMBURU V. MIDTOWN W.B., LLC
126 A.D.3d 498 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 12, 2015

Plaintiff was injured while carrying a framed

Plaintiff was injured while working at a con-

While guiding a heavy reel of wire down a

mirror when his foot got caught in a seam

struction project when the plank of the scaf-

plywood ramp with an incline starting at four

between pieces of construction paper laid

fold he was standing on shifted and caused

feet with a co-worker, plaintiff slipped and

out by defendant general contractor. Defen-

him to fall to the concrete ground. Defen-

fell on a patch of ice on the ramp causing

dant sought dismissal of plaintiff’s §200 and

dants who had entered into a construction

his co-worker to lose control of the reel that

common-law negligence claims. The court

management services contract filed a mo-

rolled over plaintiff’s shoulder and neck.

denied the motion and found that defen-

tion to dismiss plaintiff’s Labor Law §200,

Plaintiff was granted summary judgment on

dant’s arguments regarding lack of actual

§240(1) and §241(6). The court dismissed

his §240(1) claim as the court determined

or constructive were irrelevant as plaintiff

plaintiff’s §200 claim and noted that the

that this accident was a direct consequence

claimed that defendant created the alleged

construction management services con-

of a failure to provide adequate protection

condition. The court also held that defen-

tract did not obligate the defendant to ex-

against a risk from a significant elevation

dant failed to satisfy its burden of proof.

ercise supervisory control over the contrac-

differential, and a safety device could have

Although defendant cited to deficiencies

tor’s means or methods and there was no

prevented his fall but was not provided. The

in plaintiff’s evidence, it failed to show that

evidence that they had assumed such re-

court denied defendant’s request to dis-

it properly secured the paper that caused

sponsibility. Plaintiff’s §240(1) and §241(6)

miss plaintiff’s common-law negligence and

plaintiff’s accident.

claims were also dismissed as defendants

§200 claims, finding that defendants did not

established that they were not the prop-

meet the burden of establishing that they

Practice Note: This case highlights the

erty owners’ statutory agent. The court re-

did not have notice of the icy condition. The

need that the moving party satisfy its bur-

iterated that the construction management

court also granted plaintiff’s employer’s mo-

den of proof on a motion for summary judg-

services contract did not give defendants

tion to dismiss the co-defendant’s claim for

ment. Here, defendant failed to satisfy its

the right to exercise supervisory control of

common-law indemnification and contribu-

burden of demonstrating that the paper

the contractors nor were they authorized to

tion as there was no evidence that plaintiff’s

was secured to the floor to warrant sum-

stop their work.

brain injury constituted a grave injury. The

mary dismissal of plaintiff’s common-law
and §200 claims.
Topics: Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions; Authority or Control
Over Work; Common-Law Negligence;
Prima Facie Burden

co-defendant’s breach of contract claim
Practice Note: The court noted that where

was also dismissed as the employer estab-

a §200 claim is based on defects or dam-

lished that it had procured the necessary

ages arising from a contractor’s methods

insurance pursuant to the contract.

or materials, liability cannot be imposed on
an owner or general contractor unless it is

Practice Note: The court found there was

shown that it exercised some supervisory

a significant elevation differential based on

control over the work. In this case, the con-

the ramp having an incline starting at four

struction management services contract

feet. The court also noted that whether the

specifically stated that the defendant was

reel weighed 200 to 300 pounds or 1,000

not to supervise, direct or control or have

pounds was irrelevant, as plaintiff would still

authority over each contractor’s means and

have been entitled to summary judgment.

methods.
Topics: Authority or Control Over Work; Actual
Supervision; General Supervisory Authority

Topics: Falling Objects; Grave Injury;
Prima Facie Burden
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FIRST DEPARTMENT
CZAJKOWSKI V. CITY OF NEW YORK
126 A.D.3d 543 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 17, 2015

ORTIZ V. BURKE AVENUE REALTY, INC.
126 A.D.3d 577 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 19, 2015

§241(6) as long as the grinders were “or-

Plaintiff, at his supervisor’s instructions,

Plaintiff was injured when an extension

was maneuvering a 10-foot-high window

ladder he was standing on suddenly slid

Topics: Industrial Code Regulations

when the unsecured top half of the window

backward and away from the wall, causing

fell and crushed his hand. The court grant-

him to fall. The court granted plaintiff’s mo-

ed plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment

tion for summary judgment on his §240(1)

on his §240(1) claim, finding that plaintiff

claim, noting that plaintiff had not been pro-

was not provided with a safety device or

vided with the proper protection under the

brace to support the window. The court dis-

statute. The court noted that defendant’s

missed plaintiff’s §200 claim, finding there

argument that plaintiff slipped and that his

was no evidence that defendant controlled

own actions caused the ladder to move

the means and methods of plaintiff’s work. It

were speculative and insufficient to cre-

also dismissed plaintiff’s §241(6) claim, as

ate an issue of fact. Although the defect or

the Industrial Codes cited by plaintiff were

violation of the statute must be a proximate

not applicable.

cause of the accident, the court held that
defendant’s arguments as to the proximate

Practice Note: This decision underscores

cause issue were speculative and insuffi-

that owners and contractors are required to

cient to overcome plaintiff’s entitlement to

provide reasonable and adequate protec-

summary judgment.

tion for their workers.
Topics: Proximate Cause; Prima Facie Burden
Topics: Falling Objects;
Industrial Code Violations

dinarily and originally provided with safety
guards.”

DORADOR V. TRUMP PALACE
CONDOMINIUM
126 A.D.3d 603 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 24, 2015
Plaintiff was injured while applying masking
tape to windows to strip and re-lacquer the
brass façade of defendant’s building while
on a scaffold six to seven feet above the
ground. Plaintiff had moved for summary
judgment on his §240(1) claim, and defendants cross-moved for summary judgment
dismissing that claim. The court found that
plaintiff was engaged in “cleaning” activity
under §240(1) as plaintiff was not engaged
in the type of work performed on a frequent
and recurring basis as part of routine maintenance. The court also found that plaintiff’s
work on a scaffold involved a significant el-

VECERRA V. PROMENADE
APARTMENTS, INC.
126 A.D.3d 557 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 19, 2015
Plaintiff was provided with an angle grinder
that did not have a safety guard and was injured while using it. Plaintiff’s §241(6) claim
was predicated on a violation of Industrial

evation risk.
Practice Note: In determining whether
plaintiff’s work was “cleaning,” the court relied upon the factors outlined in Sota v. J.
Crew, Inc., 21 N.Y. 3d 567 (2013).
Topics: Protected Activity; Routine Activity

Code §23-1.5(c)(3), and defendants filed
a motion for summary judgment to dismiss
that claim. The court found that the provision relied upon by the plaintiff was specific
enough to support a §241(6) claim and denied defendant’s motion.
Practice Note: Previous decisions addressing Rule 23-1.5 had previously held
that the provisions were general and did not
provide a basis for liability under §241(6).
The court appeared to provide a caveat,
however, in that it indicated that the provision would allow a basis for liability under
6 • Labor Law Update | Winter 2016

MASIELLO V. 21 EAST 79TH
STREET CORP.
126 A.D.3d 596 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 24, 2015
Plaintiff claimed to have been injured while
painting a wall above a doorway when a
defective A-frame ladder fell out from under
him. Defendants moved to dismiss plaintiff’s
§240(1), §261(6) and §200 and commonlaw negligence claims. The court declined
to dismiss plaintiff’s §240(1) claim as the
ladder was not properly secured to ensure
that it would remain steady. The court deter-

FIRST DEPARTMENT
mined that plaintiff’s §241(6) claim as it re-

correct an unsafe condition. The court also

Practice Note: In holding that the shelving

lated to two violations of the Industrial Code

held that the subcontractor was not a statu-

plaintiff was working on was a “structure”

should be permitted to continue. Although

tory agent with supervision or control of the

and the work was “demolition,” the court

defendant did not exercise supervisory con-

injury-producing work. The court denied de-

focused on the size of the shelving and the

trol, the court refused to dismiss plaintiff’s

fendant owner’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s

heavy machinery needed for the comple-

§200 and common-law negligence claims

240(1) claim against it and granted plain-

tion of plaintiff’s work.

as there were issues of fact as to actual

tiff’s motion for summary judgment on this

or constructive notice about whether there

issue against defendant owner. In doing so,

was a defect on the floor where the ladder

the court held that plaintiff was exposed to

was placed. The court also dismissed a

an elevation related risk and that the cover

third-party claim for common-law indemni-

was a load that required securing for the

fication and contribution as plaintiff did not

purposes of the undertaking. The court

sustain a grave injury.

rejected the owner’s argument that the removal of the cover constituted a separate

Practice Note: The court denied dismissal

phase of the work finding that it was not

of §200 and common-law claims as there

easily distinguishable from other parts of

were issues of fact as to whether defendant

the larger project.

had notice of the alleged dangerous condition.

Practice Note: In granting the subcontractor’s motion for summary judgment, the

Topics: Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions; Authority or Control Over
Work; Common-Law and Contractual
Indemnification

court noted that although the purchase order was ambiguous as to whether the subcontractor was responsible for moving the
cover, the court relied on the testimony of
the parties in determining that the evidence

MAURA V. SKYLIFT
DISTRIBUTION CORP.
126 A.D.3d 593 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 24, 2015

showed the subcontractor did not have the
authority to control the activity.
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Authority or
Control Over Work; Gravity-Related Risk

Plaintiff was injured during a removal of a
fan cowl cover from a cooling tower. Defendant owner had retained plaintiff’s employer to dismantle the old cooling tower

PHILLIPS V. POWERCRAT CORP.
126 A.D.3d 590 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 24, 2015

Topics: Application of Labor Law; Protected
Activity; Proximate Cause

JORDAN V. CITY OF NEW YORK
126 A.D.3d 619 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 26, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he was struck by
a pile of rails stacked 2½ to 3 feet high and
weighing approximately 1,500 pounds. The
rails fell when a train struck the pile. The
court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss
plaintiff’s §240(1) claim finding that it was
an elevation-related risk as the height elevation was not de minimus considering the
weight of the object.
Practice Note: This case demonstrates the
application of the Runner case where even
small distances can sometimes pose an elevation-related risk where the weight of the
object and the amount of force it is capable
of generating is significant.
Topics: Falling Objects; Gravity-Related Risk

and install a new one. Plaintiff’s employer
subcontracted with defendant subcontrac-

Plaintiff was injured when he fell from an

tor to remove the old tower, rig the new

unsecured ladder. The court denied defen-

one and move the old tower for disposal. At

dant’s motions to dismiss plaintiff’s §240(1)

the time of the accident, the cooling tower

and §241(6) claims finding that the work

had been removed and placed on a flat-

being performed was a sufficiently com-

bed truck. A co-worker of plaintiff pushed

plex and difficult task to render the shelv-

the cover off the tower which struck the

ing a “structure” pursuant to the Labor Law.

plaintiff. Plaintiff’s Labor Law §200 and

The court also found that the work plaintiff

common-law negligence claims against de-

was performing was “demolition” work. The

fendant subcontractor were dismissed. The

court also rejected defendant’s recalcitrant

court found that the subcontractor did not

worker defense, as it found no evidence

have authority to control the activity bring-

that plaintiff had received any immediate

ing about the injury to enable it to avoid or

and direct direction not to use the ladder.
Labor Law Update | Winter 2016 • 7

FIRST DEPARTMENT
TEREPKA V. CITY OF NEW YORK
126 A.D.3d 643 (1st Dept. 2015)
March 31, 2015
Plaintiff was injured while raising a cement
filled bucket from the ground while on a
scaffold approximately 20-25 feet above
ground. Plaintiff was using an extension
cord because he was not provided other
equipment to raise the bucket. The court
denied defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s §240(1) claim finding that claimant
was exposed to an elevation-related hazard pursuant to the Labor Law. Plaintiff’s
§241(6) claims were dismissed as relying
on Industrial Code violations that were not
applicable and because one code violation
was alleged in a supplemental Bill of Par-

cause of his accident. The court held that

Practice Note: Although there is no indi-

even if defendant’s discovery was in admis-

cation that the subcontractor had anything

sible form, the accident occurred as a result

to do with excavating the pit, opening the

of the ropes supporting the scaffold being

gate, or providing lighting in the area, the

loosened, thus rendering plaintiff’s alleged

subcontractor’s broad indemnification pro-

conduct a contributing cause but not the

vision required it to provide indemnification

proximate cause.

for some of the defendants.

Practice Note: This was a predictable de-

Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Contractual
Indemnification; Breach of Contract

cision, as plaintiff’s fall from an elevated
height while on a scaffold is the type of incident that §240(1) attempts to protect. The
court’s decision further emphasizes that
plaintiff’s contributory negligence is not a
defense to a Labor Law §240(1) claim.
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Failure to
Provide Protection; Sole Proximate Cause

ticulars served six months after the Note of
Issue had been filed.
Practice Note: The court noted that plaintiff’s conflicting testimony at a 50-h and at
his deposition regarding how the accident
occurred would not change its decision as
plaintiff would have been entitled to protection under the statute whether he was injured while raising the bucket or while trying
to grasp the scaffold to prevent falling while
raising the bucket.
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Application
of Labor Law; Industrial Code Violations

GUAMAN V. 1963 RYER REALTY CORP.
127 A.D.3d 454 (1st Dept. 2015)
April 9, 2015
Plaintiff fell from a height of six stories while
on a scaffold when two workers on the
ground holding the ropes simultaneously
loosened the ropes. The court granted
plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on
this 240(1) claim. The court also noted that
the plaintiff established that his accident
had been caused by the lack of the handrail. The court rejected defendant’s argument that plaintiff was the sole proximate
8 • Labor Law Update | Winter 2016

PURCELL V. VISITING NURSES
FOUND, INC.
127 A.D.3d 572 (1st Dept. 2015)
April 21, 2015
Plaintiff was standing on the third step of
a ladder that had been leaned against the
wall while using a C-channel when an un-

AMANTE V. PAVARINI MCGOVERN, INC.
127 A.D.3d 516 (1st Dept. 2015)
April 14, 2015

secured terracotta wall adjacent to where
he was working collapsed and knocked
plaintiff and the ladder onto the floor. The
court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss

Plaintiff arrived early to work and entered

plaintiff’s § 240(1) claim and granted the

through a gate that had been opened by

plaintiff’s cross-motion for summary judg-

a defendant. While walking through the

ment. The court noted that the ladder was

jobsite, he fell into an excavation pit. The

not placed to give proper protection to the

court granted plaintiff’s motion for summa-

plaintiff, and the wall that fell was an object

ry judgment on his § 240(1) claim, finding

that required securing for the purposes of

that the pit was an elevation-related hazard

the undertaking. The court also granted

pursuant to the statute. The court found

third-party defendant’s motion for summary

no evidence that plaintiff had been told not

judgment dismissing claims for common-

to walk through the excavation site or that

law indemnification and contribution, find-

he disregarded a warning. As a result, the

ing that plaintiff had not sustained a grave

court rejected defendant’s argument that

injury within the meaning of the Workers’

the plaintiff was the proximate cause of his

Compensation Law.

accident. The court granted two of the defendants’ motions for contractual indemnifi-

Practice Note: The court distinguished the

cation, finding that their contract with one of

facts of this case from others where a com-

the subcontractors provided a broad indem-

pleted wall falls at a construction site, since

nification provision. The court also granted

here the terracotta wall was unsecured and

those defendants’ motion for summary

the plaintiff’s foreman testified as to various

judgment on a breach of contract claim

shoring methods that could have been used

against that subcontractor, as the subcon-

to secure the wall.

tractor had not procured insurance in the
amount provided for in the subcontract.

Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Defective or
Inadequate Protection; Grave Injury; Workers’
Compensation Law

FIRST DEPARTMENT
RAMADE V. C.B. CONTRACTING CORP.
127 A.D.3d 596 (1st Dept. 2015)
April 23, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when she tripped and
fell on a piece of rebar protruding from an
unfinished concrete floor. Defendant had
subcontracted the installation of rebar. The
court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss
plaintiff’s § 200 and common-law negligence claims, as defendant did not show
that it did not have authority to control and
direct the rebar installation work. The court
also found an issue of fact as to whether the
defendant was responsible to cap the piece
of rebar. The court also denied defendant’s
motion to dismiss plaintiff’s § 241(6) claim,
finding that it did not demonstrate that it was
not a general contractor that owed a nondelegable duty to provide reasonable and
adequate protection and safety, nor that it
was not a statutory agent with authority to
supervise and control the work.
Practice Note: The court found issues of

§ 241(6) claim based on a violation of 23-

equipment was not lifted into the air, and

1.7(e)(1). The court noted that the screw

the accident did not flow from an applica-

was not the result of an inherently danger-

tion of the force of gravity.

ous condition at the site, but rather due to
the means and methods of the work performed. Since there was no evidence that
defendants

exercised

supervision

and

control over the work, plaintiff’s § 200 and
common-law negligence claims were dismissed. The court found that regular inspection of the site to ensure that the work
is going according to schedule and the au-

court was not provided with the complete
contract between the defendant and the
subcontractor that installed the rebar. The
court’s decision serves as a reminder that
all documents in support of one’s position
should be provided to the court.
Topics: Authority or Control Over Work;
Manner and Methods; Burden of Proof

is a general level of supervision and insuf-

Plaintiff, a steamfitter, was injured when he

ficient to find liability under § 200.

received an electrical shock while working
in the ceiling of a building under renovation.

Practice Note: As the injury producing item

The court dismissed plaintiff’s common-law

was the result of the means and methods,

negligence and § 200 claims against one

the applicable analysis was whether the

of the defendants as it did not supervise

defendants had exercised supervision and

or control the work. The court noted that

control over plaintiff’s work.

general oversight, work coordination, and
safety reviews did not constitute supervi-

Topics: Authority or Control Over Work;
Industrial Code Regulations;
Manner and Methods

Plaintiff was injured at a construction site
when he tripped and fell over a screw from
a raised tile floor system. The court dismissed plaintiff’s § 241(6) claim based on
12 N.Y.C.R.R. 231.7(e)(2) since the screw
was an integral part of work performed on
the project. The court reinstated plaintiff’s

sion and control under § 200. The court
denied a defendant electrical subcontractor’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s commonlaw negligence claim, as there were issues

MARTINEZ V. 342 PROPERTY CO. LLC
128 A.D.3d 408 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 5, 2015

of fact as to whether the subcontractor had
properly “safed-off” the electrical wiring for
the light fixtures. The court also granted a
defendant’s motion for summary judgment

Plaintiff and his coworkers were moving a

on its contractual indemnification claim. The

piece of 8,000 pound equipment across a

court noted that the defendant was entitled

flat platform. The equipment inexplicably

to summary judgment on its indemnifica-

shifted laterally towards plaintiff and pinned

tion claim, even though plaintiff had been

him against a column. The court dismissed

granted summary judgment on his § 241(6)

plaintiff’s § 240(1) claim, finding that plaintiff

claim, since its liability was purely vicarious.

was not a falling worker and the piece of
SING V. 1221 ABBY HOLDINGS, LLC
127 A.D.3d 607 (1st Dept. 2015)
April 23, 2015

QUIROZ V. WELLS REIT-222 EAST
41ST STREET LLC
128 A.D.3d 408 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 7, 2015

thority to stop work perceived to be unsafe

fact as to whether the defendant had authority to control and direct the work, as the

Topics: Application of Labor Law;
Falling Objects; Industrial Code Violations;
Protected Activity

equipment was not a “falling object” under

Practice Notes: The court reiterated that

the statute. Plaintiff’s § 241(6) claim was

general oversight duties such as coordina-

also dismissed as the Industrial Code vio-

tion and safety reviews do not constitute su-

lations alleged by plaintiff were either not

pervision and control under § 200.

specific enough or were inapplicable.
Practice Note: Despite the court’s deci-

Topics: Common-Law Negligence;
Contractual Indemnification

sion in Runner and the fact that plaintiff was
moving an 8,000-pound piece of equipment, plaintiff was not entitled to protection
under §240(1), since plaintiff did not fall, the
Labor Law Update | Winter 2016 • 9

FIRST DEPARTMENT
WARD V. URBAN HORIZONS TO
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND CORP.
128 A.D.3d 434 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 7, 2015
Plaintiff was standing on an A-frame ladder attempting to drill a hole into a beam
to install exterior lighting when the drill bit
became stuck and caused plaintiff to fall
off the ladder and onto the floor. No equipment had been provided to plaintiff and his

Practice Note: Plaintiff was granted summary judgment despite the fact that he was
the only witness to the accident, and he did
not remember how he fell. The court found
that his proof was not inconsistent or contradictory to how the accident occurred or
any other evidence presented.
Topics: Defective or Inadequate Protection;
Elevation-Related Hazard; Failure to Provide
Protection; Unsecured Ladder

coworker was not stabilizing the ladder at
the time of the fall. The court granted plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on his §
240(1) claim. The court noted that the defendant failed to raise any issue of fact as
to how the accident occurred or whether the
ladder provided adequate protection.
Practice Note: Defendant attempted to rely
on testimony from the coworker that he did
not hear the plaintiff or the drill fall. However, the court found that arguments concerning the inferences a jury would draw from
such testimony were based on speculation.
Topics: Defective or Inadequate Protection;
Elevation-Related Hazard; Failure to Provide
Protection; Unsecured Ladder

Topics: Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions; Application of Labor
Law; Industrial Code Violations

GERMAN V.
ANTONIO DEVELOPMENT, LLC
128 A.D.3d 579 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 26, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he slipped while
lifting a steel grate to slide a copper wire
underneath it. The court dismissed plain-

LADIGNON V. LOWER MANHATTAN
DEVELOPMENT CORP.
128 A.D.3d 534 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 19, 2015

tiff’s §240(1) claim, as the plaintiff’s task of
lifting a steel grate on the ground level did
not present the sort of elevation-related risk
covered under the statute. The court also
noted that plaintiff was not struck by an ob-

Plaintiff, a demolition inspector, slipped and

ject that was elevated and his slipping was

fell while descending a flight of stairs on a

not the result of gravity. The court also dis-

broken light bulb and nails that had been

missed plaintiff’s §200 claim against one of

left in the stairway. Plaintiff commenced an

the defendants as there was no evidence

action against the construction manager

that the defendant had actual or construc-

and three subcontractors. The court grant-

tive notice of the snow plaintiff allegedly

ed one of the subcontractor’s motion for

slipped on. The court denied a defendant’s

summary judgment dismissing plaintiff’s §§

cross-motion for summary judgment on its

200 and 241(6) claims, as there was no evi-

third-party claims for common-law indem-

dence that subcontractor was responsible

nification, contribution, and contractual in-

for cleaning up the debris or that it created

demnification as there were issues of fact

or had notice of the defective condition.

as to its negligence.

The court denied the construction manSTROJEK V.
33 EAST 70TH STREET CORP.
128 A.D.3d 490 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 14, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he fell from a
Baker’s scaffold. The court granted the
plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on
his § 240(1) claim. The court held that defendant’s expert report was insufficient to
defeat summary judgment, as his inspection of the premises was done three years
after plaintiff’s work and did not provide
measurements of the exact area where
plaintiff fell. The court also found that the
expert’s conclusion as to how the scaffold
had fallen was speculative.

ager’s summary judgment motion, finding

Practice Note: Even though plaintiff was in-

issues of fact as to constructive notice, as

jured while lifting a steel grate from ground

it was unclear when the staircase was last

level, the court found that he was not en-

inspected prior to plaintiff’s accident. The

titled to protection under §240(1) as his fall

court also found that a demolition inspec-

was not the result of a gravity-related risk.

tor was within the class of persons that §
241(6) was intended to protect, and plaintiff
cited an applicable Industrial Code violation
that applied to his accident.
Practice Note: The construction manager’s motion for summary judgment was
denied because it did not satisfy its burden
of establishing that it did not have constructive notice of the defective condition. The
court noted that the record wasn’t clear as
to when the area had last been inspected,
a burden that rests on the defendant on a
motion for summary judgment.
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Topics: Application of Labor Law;
Elevation-Related Hazard; Actual or
Constructive Notice of Dangerous Conditions;
Contractual Indemnification.

FIRST DEPARTMENT
VITOLO V. CITY OF NEW YORK
128 A.D.3d 614 (1st Dept. 2015)
May 28, 2015
Plaintiff’s §241(6) cause of action premised on a provision of the industrial code

Practice Note: Plaintiff’s 249(6) claim was
dismissed because he relied on an inapplicable industrial code violation.
Topics: Industrial Code Violations;
Authority or Control Over Work

requiring that every scaffold be erected or
removed under the supervision of a designated person was dismissed. The court noted that any failure to so designate such a
person was not a proximate cause of plaintiff’s accident where he attempted to drag
the platform by himself while standing on
the braces of the scaffold. The court found
no basis to conclude that the accident was
the result of someone failing to adequately

MELITO V. ABS PARTNERS REAL
ESTATE, LLC
129 A.D.3d 424 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 4, 2015
Plaintiff, an elevator mechanic, fell to his
death down an unguarded elevator shaft.
The court denied defendant’s motion for
summary judgment to dismiss plaintiff’s La-

Practice Note: Even though plaintiff cited

tiff’s accident was a protected activity. The

that the violation of the code was not a
proximate cause of the plaintiff’s accident.
Topics: Failure to Provide Protection;
Industrial Code Violations

bor Law §240(1) claim. It found that plaincourt found that defendants could not rely
on the proximate cause defense since they
failed to provide adequate safety devices in
the first place.
The court also granted a defendant’s motion for summary judgment on its common-

SOVULJ V. PROCIDA REALTY
129 A.D.3d 414 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 2, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when a grinder he was
using to cut a groove kicked back on him,
cutting his hand and wrist. Plaintiff admitted
to using the grinder in a manner inconsistent with its recommended use as he had
placed a saw tooth blade in the grinder and
removed the grinder’s safety guard to make
the blade fit. The court dismissed plaintiff’s
§241(6) claim predicated on a violation of

Plaintiff was injured while participating in
a community service program in lieu of incarceration. The court dismissed plaintiff’s

supervise the plaintiff.

an applicable industrial code, the court held

SMITH V. GIRLS CLUB OF N.Y.
129 A.D.3d 473 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 9, 2015

law and contractual indemnification claim
as there was no evidence that it was negligent and its liability was purely statutory.
Practice Note: The court’s decision highlights that before a defendant can rely on
the sole proximate cause defense, there
cannot be any evidence that the defendant
failed to provide adequate safety devices
first.
Topics: Protected Activity; Sole Proximate
Cause; Common-Law and Contractual
Indemnification

Labor Law §240(1) claim because plaintiff
was not an “employee” and thus not entitled
to protection under the labor law.
Practice Note: The protections of the labor
law are not available to non-employees.
Topics: Protected Activity

SEROWIK V. LEARDON BOILER
WORKS, INC.
129 A.D.3d 471 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 9, 2015
Plaintiff was injured while helping to lower a
tank down a flight of stairs. Defendants’ motion for summary judgment to dismiss plaintiff’s Labor Law §240(1) claim was denied
as plaintiff’s accident occurred as a result of
elevation differential. The court dismissed
plaintiff’s §200 and common-law claims
against defendants/third-party plaintiffs who
did not supervise or control plaintiff’s work.
Practice Note: The court relied on Runner
to find that the application of gravity brought
plaintiff’s claim within the ambit of Labor
Law §240(1).
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Authority or
Control Over Work; Gravity-Related Risk

an industrial code as the section did not
apply to the power tool plaintiff was using.
Plaintiff’s §200 claim was also dismissed
because the defendants did not supervise
or control plaintiff’s work. The court further
noted that the decision to remove the safety
guard was plaintiff’s own.
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FIRST DEPARTMENT
NELSON V. E&M 2710
CLARENDON, LLC
129 A.D.3d 568 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 23, 2015

MEDINA V. 42ND & 10TH ASSOC., LLC
129 A.D.3d 610 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 15, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he fell off a scaf-

Plaintiff, an employee of a roofing contrac-

fold while attempting to caulk a window.

tor, was injured while helping a salvager

The scaffold did not reach the window

who had been allowed to remove certain

and plaintiff had to place it over a sidewalk

parts from a building. The court dismissed

bridge to reach the window. Plaintiff’s mo-

plaintiff’s complaint, holding that defendant

tion for summary judgment on his Labor

owner and contractor did not owe plaintiff a

Law §240(1) claim was granted because

duty. The court also denied plaintiff’s motion

defendants failed to provide him with prop-

to amend his complaint to assert a Labor

er protection. The court rejected defen-

Law §240(1) claim because plaintiff was a

dants’ recalcitrant worker defense as they

“volunteer” and not an employee when he

failed to provide him an adequate scaffold.

was injured.

Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on

Practice Note: Although motions to amend

his §246(1) claim was denied as one code
violation (12 NYCRR 23-5.1(c)(1)) is insuf-

pleadings are routinely granted, plaintiff

ficient for §246(1) and there were issues of

could not establish that a viable valid cause

fact as to whether a “designated person”

of action as it was clear that plaintiff volun-

was supervising pursuant to 12 NYCRR

teered to help the salvager.

23-5(h) and 23-5.8(c)(1). Plaintiff’s §200

Topics: Burden of Proof; Authority or Control
Over Work

and common-law negligence claims were
dismissed as there was no evidence defendants controlled the means or methods of
plaintiff’s work.

BANNER V. ROCKLAND HOME FOR
THE AGED HOUS. DEV. FUND CO., INC.
129 A.D.3d 641 (1st Dept. 2015)
June 30, 2015

Practice Note: A prerequisite to the recalcitrant work defense is that the defendant
establish that it provided plaintiff with adequate protection.

Plaintiff was injured when he fell while
climbing out of an elevator pit without a pit
ladder. The court dismissed plaintiff’s Law
Labor §240(1) claim because plaintiff’s activity was routine maintenance.
Practice Note: The court’s decisions reminds us that not all work place accidents
are protected under the Labor Law.
Topics: Protected Activity; Routine Activity
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Topics: Industrial Code Violations;
Manner and Methods; Recalcitrant Worker

SECOND DEPARTMENT
SHEA V. BLOOMBERG, L.P.
124 A.D.3d 621 (2d Dept. 2015)
January 14, 2015
Plaintiff appealed the trial court’s decision
denying plaintiff’s summary judgment motion pursuant to Labor Law § 240(1) and
granting defendants’ cross-motion dismissing the common-law negligence and Labor
Law § 200 causes of action. On appeal, the
appellate court overturned both the denial
of plaintiff’s motion as well as the granting of defendants’ cross-motion. The court
held that the plaintiff established that the
scaffold on which he was working had no
rails, which was a violation of Labor Law §

plaintiff’s case. Further, the court found that
the fact that the plaintiff argued that the defendant created a dangerous condition by
placing a ladder in a precarious position did
not warrant premature consideration of the
defendants’ motion. The judgment of the
trial court was reversed, and the case was

FUCCI V. PLOTKE
124 A.D.3d 835 (2d Dept. 2015)
January 28, 2015
The court held that the defendants established a prima facie entitlement dismissing
plaintiff’s Labor Law §§ 200, 240(1), 241(6),

reinstated and remitted for a new trial.

and common-law negligence claims be-

Practice Note: A motion to dismiss pur-

owners, contractors, or statutory agents

suant to CPLR § 4401 should properly be
made after the opposing party has had the
opportunity to complete their case-in-chief.
Topics: Procedural Issues;
Elevation-Related Hazard

cause they established they were not the
nor did they have authority to supervise
or control the manner in which the plaintiff performed his work. The court held that
general supervisory authority over the work
was insufficient to establish liability under
the Labor Law.

240(1). Further, the records indicated that
the scaffold itself tipped, causing plaintiff to
fall. There was no evidence that the plaintiff was a recalcitrant worker. With regard to
the common-law negligence and Labor Law
§ 200 causes of action, the court held that
although defendants made an initial prima
facie showing they did not have the authority to supervise or control the work, plaintiff
raised a triable issue of fact as to supervision and control.
Practice Note: Simply providing a safety
harness to a worker is insufficient if a defendant is unable to show that the plaintiff
was able to tie-off.
Topics: Recalcitrant Worker; Sole Proximate
Cause; Unsecured Ladder

SCHULTZ V. HIGH-TECH CONST. &
MGT. SERV. INC.
124 A.D.3d 754 (2d Dept. 2015)
January 21, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he fell from a
ladder. Prior to the close of the plaintiff’s
case-in-chief, the court granted defendants’ motion pursuant to CPLR § 4401 for
a judgment during trial. Plaintiff appealed,
and the Second Department held that the
lower court should not have entertained the
defendants’ motion until the close of the

BASCOMBE V. WEST 44TH ST.
HOTEL, LLC
124 A.D.3d 812 (2d Dept. 2015)
January 28, 2015
The plaintiff was injured when a piece of
plywood collapsed underneath him, and he
fell to the floor below. Plaintiff’s summary
judgment motion pursuant to Labor Law §
240(1) was denied. The court held that although plaintiff met his prima facie burden,
the defendant produced evidence that a

Practice Note: If the defendant is able to
prove they are not the owners, contractors,
or statutory agents, plaintiff’s Labor Law §§
240(1) and 241(6) claims cannot survive.
Further, if defendant does not have the authority to supervise or control the manner in
which the plaintiff performed his work then
the plaintiff’s common-law negligence and
§200 claims should be dismissed.
Topics: Actual Supervision; Authority or Control
Over Work; General Supervisory Authority

safety harness and line were available to
plaintiff, and he was aware that he was required to anchor the safety line to the floor.
Therefore, defendant raised a triable issue
of fact as to whether plaintiff’s actions were
the sole proximate cause of his accident.
Practice Note: By producing proof that the
plaintiff had been provided a safety harness
and safety line and that if the plaintiff had
used same his accident would have been
avoided, defendants raised an issue of fact
and defeated plaintiff’s summary judgment
motion.
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard; Prima Facie
Burden; Sole Proximate Cause

PINEDA V. ELIAS
125 A.D.3d 738 (2d Dept. 2015)
(February 11, 2015)
The plaintiff sustained injuries when he fell
from a ladder while performing construction
work at the residence of defendant. Plaintiff’s claims under Labor Law §§ 240(1) and
241(6) were dismissed based on the applicability of the one- and two-family homeowners’ exemption. Plaintiff’s commonlaw negligence and §200 claims survived
as plaintiff alleged that his injuries were
caused by both the “means and methods”
of the work and by a dangerous condition
on the premises. Because defendant failed
to establish that he neither created nor had
notice of a dangerous condition, he was not
Labor Law Update | Winter 2016 • 13

SECOND DEPARTMENT
entitled to summary dismissal of plaintiff’s
claims.
Practice Note: Be mindful of the distinction between a manner and method of work
and a defective or dangerous condition. If
the plaintiff alleges both theories, be sure
to address each in your argument for summary judgment and prove your prima facie
entitlement under both theories.
Topics: Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions; Manner and Methods;
Prima Facie Burden

TAVERAS V. CAYOT REALTY, INC.
125 A.D.3d 754 (2d Dept. 2015)
February 11, 2015

Topics: Sole Proximate Cause;
Unsecured Ladder; Elevation-Related Hazard

The plaintiff was injured when he fell off the

LOMBARDO V. TAG CT. SQ., LLC
126 A.D.3d 949 (2d Dept. 2015)
March 25, 2015

roof of a mobile home while renovating. On
appeal, plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on his Labor Law §240(1) claim. The
court rejected defendant’s argument that
plaintiff was a volunteer and not entitled to
the protection of the Labor Law. The court
stated that plaintiff properly submitted a
translated Spanish to English affidavit from
the plaintiff in reply and the defendants
failed to raise a triable question of fact.

REYNOSO V. BOVIS LEND
LEASE LMB, INC.
125 A.D.3d 740 (2d Dept. 2015)
February 11, 2015

Practice Note: Although a volunteer may

The plaintiff was instructed to carry a nine-

was a volunteer.

by-two-foot plywood panel, weighing more
than 100 pounds, to an adjacent area on

not be entitled to the protection of the Labor
Law§ 240(1), on a summary judgment it is
defendant’s burden to establish that plaintiff

Topics: Prima Facie Burden; Protected Activity

the construction site, which required him to
walk over an area covered in snow and ice.
Plaintiff was injured when he slipped and
fell on the snow and ice. Plaintiff’s motion
§241(6) claim was granted. The court held

The plaintiff was standing on an A-frame

12 NYCRR 23-1.7(d) directs that ice and

ladder feeding wire through conduit when

snow shall be removed from worksite ar-

the ladder tipped over and fell. On appeal,

eas so as to provide safe footing. Plaintiff’s

the court held that the trial court erred in

testimony and his affidavit established that

granting the plaintiff summary judgment

he slipped and fell due to the accumulation

pursuant to Labor Law §2401(1) because

of snow and ice in an area where he was

defendants demonstrated that the ladder

tasked with performing work. He followed

was not defective and was appropriate for

directives, wore the proper shoes, and was

plaintiff’s work. There were also triable is-

free from comparative fault. Defendants

sues of fact as to whether plaintiff was the

failed to raise a triable issue of fact in op-

sole proximate cause of the accident or if

position.

the positioning of the ladder contributed to

Law §241(6) claims, pay careful attention
to the applicable Industrial Code provisions

the accident.
Practice Note: Even though the defendants established that the ladder was not

and address as alleged code violations dur-

defective and was appropriate for the plain-

ing motion practice.

tiff’s work, the court held that there were

Topics: Industrial Code Regulations;
Comparative Negligence
14 • Labor Law Update | Winter 2016

when he slipped and fell while working at
a construction project. A number of motions
had been decided by the trial court and
were brought up on appeal. The Second
Department held that the trial court erred
in denying a subcontractor’s motion summary judgment with regard to Labor Law §§
200 and 241(6) because the subcontractor
did not exercise supervisory control over
the plaintiff’s work or have authority with
regard to safety on the job site. The court
properly denied the subcontractor’s motion with regard to the plaintiff’s commonlaw negligence claim because there were
triable issues of fact as to whether or not
the subcontractor’s employees created the

DALEY V. 250 PARK AVE., LLC
126 A.D.3d 747 (2d Dept. 2015)
March 11, 2015

for summary judgment on his Labor Law

Practice Note: When dealing with Labor

The plaintiff alleged that he was injured

questions of fact about the positioning of
the ladder that precluded granting the defendants summary judgment.

dangerous condition. Finally, the trial court
erred in denying the employer’s motion for
summary judgment on the property owner’s
indemnification claim because the plaintiff’s
application of stucco to the roof outside the
premises was outside the scope of the parties contract to perform painting work and
the worker did not suffer a “grave injury” under Workers’ Compensation Law §11.
Practice Note: To be liable under Labor
Law §§ 200 and 241(6), a subcontractor
must exercise supervisory control over the
work or have the authority to stop unsafe
activities.
Topics: Contractual Indemnification;
Grave Injury; Workers’ Compensation Law;
General Supervisory Authority

SECOND DEPARTMENT
SIQUENZA V. CEMUSA, INC.
127 A.D.3d 727 (2d Dept. 2015)
April 1, 2015

GUANOPATIN V. FLUSHING
ACQUISITION HOLDINGS, LLC
127 A.D.3d 797 (2d Dept. 2015)
April 8, 2015

The plaintiff was excavating part of a sidewalk where a bus shelter was to be built.

The plaintiff was leveling pre-cast con-

While standing on top of his employer’s

crete planks as part of the construction

dump truck, he broke up concrete that had

of a seven-story building when a pre-cast

been deposited in the truck. While climbing

plank weighing approximately one ton fell

down from the truck, the plaintiff fell. Plain-

from a jack onto the plaintiff’s hand. Plain-

tiff’s summary judgment motion under La-

tiff’s motion for summary judgment on his

bor Law §240(1) was denied, and at trial,

Labor Law §240(1) was granted. The court

the jury found that the defendants did not

held that plaintiff established that he was

violate Labor Law §240(1). The jury also

engaged in a protected activity and injured

found that while the defendants did vio-

as a result of the absence or inadequacy of

late Labor Law §241(6), the violation was

a safety device. Further, the court held that

not the proximate cause of the accident.

the plaintiff established that the contractor

On appeal, the court held that there was

was in fact a general contractor within the

no basis to disturb the jury’s verdict with

meaning of the Labor Law.

regard to §240(1). The court held that the
record established that the plaintiff and his

Practice Note: A contractor’s status under

employer were only working on the demoli-

the Labor Law is dependent upon whether

tion and repair of the sidewalk, and played

it had the authority to exercise control over

no role in the erection of the bus shelter.

the work, not whether it actually exercised

Thus, the plaintiff was not engaged in the

that right.

enumerated activities protected under Labor Law § 240(1). The Second Department
also upheld the jury’s verdict on plaintiff’s

Topics: Protected Activity; Elevation-Related
Hazard; Authority or Control Over Work

§241(6) claim.
Practice Note: If a plaintiff is only engaged
in preliminary work that by itself would not
be a protected activity, then the plaintiff

SEFEROVIC V. ATLANTIC REAL ESTATE
HOLDINGS, LLC
127 A.D.3d 1058 (2d Dept. 2015)
April 22, 2015

might not be protected by §240(1).
The plaintiff was hired to repair the roof of
Topics: Application of Labor Law;
Industrial Code Regulations; Protected Activity

a building owned by one defendant and
leased to another. He was injured when the
foot of an A-frame ladder twisted out from
under him while carrying material from one
level of the roof to another. Plaintiff moved
for summary judgment under Labor Law §§
240(1) and 241(6) and defendants cross
moved for dismissal. On appeal, the court
held that the trial court erred in denying the
plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment under §240(1) against the lessee because the
lessee’s president hired the plaintiff, controlled his work, and failed to raise a triable
Labor Law Update | Winter 2016 • 15

SECOND DEPARTMENT
issue of fact as to whether the plaintiff’s con-

od or manner of work, and the defendant

tion is either applicable or inapplicable and

duct was the sole proximate cause of the

did not have the authority to control, direct,

whether the applicable regulations were

accident. With regard to §241(6), the court

or supervise the method or manner of the

violated.

held that the trial court properly denied the

plaintiff’s work. Additionally, because the

plaintiff’s motion because he failed to es-

case did not involve a gravity or elevation-

tablish a violation of 12 NYCRR 23-1.21(b)

related hazard, plaintiff’s §240(1) claim was

(1) or (3). Finally, with regard to §200 and

also dismissed. However, plaintiff raised a

common-law negligence, the court held that

triable issue of fact as to whether defendant

the trial court properly denied the lessee’s

violated 12 NYCRR 23-4.2(k) to survive

motion because they failed to establish that

dismissal of his §241(6) claim. Plaintiff’s

it was not an owner or agent of the owner,

cross-motion for summary judgment under

or because the accident arose from the

§241(6) was denied because the plaintiff

means and methods of work that it lacked

did not demonstrate that he was free from

Plaintiff fell from a ladder and commenced

the authority to supervise or control the

comparative fault.

an action alleging violations of Labor Law

work.

Topics: Industrial Code Regulations;
Prima Facie Burden; Defective or Inadequate
Safety Equipment

MARTINEZ V. 305 W. 52 CONDOMINIUM
128 A.D.3d 912 (2d Dept. 2015)
May 20, 2015

§§200, 240(1), and 241(6). Prior to the
Practice Note: In dealing with the specific

Practice Note: A party can be deemed to

completion of any depositions, the defen-

provisions of the Industrial Code, the court

dant property owner moved for summary

be an agent of the owner under the Labor

will analyze whether the claimed Industrial

judgment, the condominium unit owner

Law when it has the ability to control the

Code provision controls the particular facts

defendant and plaintiff’s employer cross-

activity that brought about the injury. A les-

of the case and the work being performed.

moved for summary judgment, while the

see of real property that hires a contractor
and has the right to control that contractor’s
work can be considered an agent of the
owner within the meaning of the Labor Law.
Topics: Manner and Methods;
Recalcitrant Worker; Sole Proximate Cause;
Unsecured Ladder

Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard;
Industrial Code Regulations;
Manner and Methods; Comparative Negligence

plaintiff moved to compel further discovery.
The property owner’s motion to dismiss
plaintiff’s

common-law

negligence

and

§200 claims was granted but all other motions and cross-motions for summary judg-

VIVAR V. 441 REALTY, LLC
128 A.D.3d 810 (2d Dept. 2015)
May 13, 2015

ment were denied. The court held that the
remaining motions and cross-motion were
premature because further discovery may
lead to relevant evidence.

TORRES V. CITY OF NEW YORK
127 A.D.3d 1163 (2d Dept. 2015)
April 29, 2015
The plaintiff was injured while working on a
project installing sewers. While working 10
feet below ground, plaintiff was using hand
signals to direct the operator of an excavator when his hand was crushed between
the inside of a trench box and the bucket
of the excavator. Plaintiff commenced an
action alleging common-law negligence
and violations of Labor Law §§ 200, 240(1),
and 241(6). Defendant moved for summary
judgment, and the plaintiff cross-moved.
The defendant was granted summary judgment under §200, which was upheld on appeal, because the case involved the meth-
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Plaintiff was injured when he fell from an
A-frame ladder while installing sheetrock

Practice Note: If relevant discovery re-

in a building owned by the defendant. The

mains outstanding, the court may find mo-

court held that both plaintiff and defendant

tion practice to be premature.

failed to eliminate triable issues of fact as
to whether the defendant’s alleged failure
to provide adequate safety equipment was
a proximate cause of the accident. Further,
the defendant failed to establish, prima
facie, that the Industrial Code provisions
upon which the plaintiff relied (12 NYCRR
23-1.21(b)(4) and (e)(3)) were either inapplicable or were not violated. Therefore,
their respective summary judgment motions were denied.
Practice Note: In dealing with the Industrial Code Regulations, be careful to demonstrate in detail why the particular regula-

Topics: Procedural Issues;
Defective of Inadequate Safety Equipment

SECOND DEPARTMENT
PACHECO V. SMITH
128 A.D.3d 926 (2d Dept. 2015)
May 20, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he fell from an
extension ladder while installing a roof at
the defendant’s single-family home. Plaintiff
claimed that the ladder was placed on an
unsecured plastic tarp placed by the homeowner. The trial court granted defendant’s
motion for summary judgment but was reversed on appeal. The court found that because the plaintiff testified that the defendant placed the tarp on the ground, defendant was unable to establish his prima facie
entitlement to summary judgment.
Practice Note: A defendant owner may
be liable for injuries arising out of dangerous condition on the premises if it created
or had actual or constructive notice of the
condition. Here, plaintiff created an issue of
fact as to whether the homeowner created
the alleged dangerous condition.
Topics: Prima Facie Burden; Manner and
Methods; Common-Law Negligence; Actual or
Constructive Notice of Dangerous Conditions

bor Law §200 claims. Plaintiff alleged that
a dangerous condition existed on the premises and, thus, defendant owner needed to
show that it did not create the condition or
have actual or constructive notice of same
while defendant contractor had to show that
it either did not direct or control the plaintiff’s
work, or if they did control the work then it
did not create the condition or have notice
of it. Defendants failed to satisfy their burdens. Defendants’ motions to dismiss plaintiff’s §241(6) claim also were denied. Plaintiff’s §241(6) claim relied on 12 NYCRR 231.7(f), which the plaintiff first raised in his
motion for summary judgment. The court
held that although the plaintiff must identify
a code provision, the failure to do so in their
complaint or bill of particulars was not fatal
because it did not involve any new factual
allegations, did not raise any new theory of
liability, and caused no prejudice to the defendants. Further, 12 NYCRR 23-1.7(f) was
a specific safety standard sufficient to support a Labor Law §241(6) claim.
Practice Note: It is the defendant’s burden
to show that the plaintiff was specifically
told not to do what caused his accident
when relying on the recalcitrant worker/sole

DOTO V. ASTORIA ENERGY II, LLC
129 A.D.3d 660 (2d Dept. 2015)
June 3, 2015
Plaintiff, a construction worker, was injured
while climbing over a railing to access a
permanent platform. To access the platform, the plaintiff chose to climb a temporary scaffold rather than the permanent ladder that was affixed to the platform only 25
to 30 feet away. Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment was granted. The rejected

proximate cause defense. Interestingly, the
court allowed plaintiff to raise an alleged
violation of the Industrial Code in support
of his §241(6) claim for the first time in his
motion for summary judgment because it
did not raise new facts, theories of law, or
prejudice the defendant.
Topics: Recalcitrant Worker; Sole Proximate
Cause; Industrial Code Regulations;
Prima Facie Burden; Defective or Inadequate
Safety Equipment

CASASOLA V. STATE OF NEW YORK
129 A.D.3d 758 (2d Dept. 2015)
June 10, 2015
The plaintiff, a carpenter working on an
unsecured A-frame ladder, alleged that
the ladder swayed and caused him to fall.
Plaintiff was awarded summary judgment
on his Labor Law §240(1) claim because he
established that he was working on a ladder that was unsecured, which tipped and
caused him to fall. In opposition, the defendant owner failed to raise a triable issue of
fact by relying on inadmissible hearsay in
support of its claim that plaintiff was the sole
proximate cause of his accident.
Practice Note: Hearsay evidence by itself
is insufficient opposition to a motion for
summary judgment.
Topics: Sole Proximate Cause; Prima Facie
Burden; Defective or Inadequate Safety
Equipment; Unsecured Ladder

VASQUEZ-ROLDAN V. TWO LITTLE
RED HENS, LTD.
129 A.D.3d 828 (2d Dept. 2015)
June 10, 2015
The plaintiff fell from a scaffold while removing pipes in the ceiling of a renovation project. Plaintiff sued the premises owner and
lessee and was granted summary judgment
under Labor Law §240(1) by demonstrating
that he fell from a scaffold that lacked safety
rails. The defendants failed to establish that
the plaintiff was the sole proximate cause
of his accident because they did not show
that he was instructed to use another scaffold with safety rails and, further, the defen-

defendant’s recalcitrant worker defense

dant’s contention that a scaffold with safety

because defendant did not demonstrate

rails was available at the time of the acci-

that the plaintiff had specifically been told

dent was found to be speculative.

to use the permanent ladder instead of
climbing the temporary scaffold. The court

Practice Note: The sole proximate cause

also denied defendants’ motion to dismiss

defense can be a difficult burden for defen-

plaintiff’s common-law negligence and La-

dants. An owner or general contractor must
Labor Law Update | Winter 2016 • 17

SECOND DEPARTMENT
do more than simply point to an alternative

Practice Note: Without new evidence, the

safety device. They must establish that the

court should not have entertained defen-

plaintiff was specifically instructed to use

dants’ application to dismiss plaintiff’s com-

same.

mon-law negligence and §200 claims prior
to plaintiff presenting his case in chief, as

Topics: Prima Facie Burden; Defective or
Inadequate Protection; Defective or Inadequate
Safety Equipment; Elevation-Related Hazard;
Sole Proximate Cause

NORIEGA V. M.A. ANGELIADES, INC.
129 A.D.3d 1043 (2d Dept. 2015)
June 24, 2015
Following jury selection but prior to opening statements, defendant made a motion
in limine to preclude a witness from testifying about a conversation he had with one
of the defendant’s employees. The trial
court determined that the conversation was
inadmissible hearsay, and thereafter, the
defendant made an application to dismiss
plaintiff’s

common-law

negligence

and

Labor Law §200 claims, arguing that the
plaintiff could not prove liability. The trial
court granted the defendants’ application.
On appeal, the court denied both defendant’s motion in limine to preclude and its
application to dismiss the plaintiff’s common-law negligence and §200 claims. The
court held that that the witness testimony
was being offered to prove the truth of the
matter asserted and thus was not hearsay.
With regard to the plaintiff’s common-law
negligence and §200 claims, the court held
that those claims could only have been dismissed at trial if they were conclusively defeated by an admission or statement made
by the plaintiff during his offer of proof. The
appellate court also held that the trial court
violated the doctrine of the law of the case
because it improperly entertained the defendants’ application regarding the plaintiff’s common-law negligence and §200
claims when no new evidence was presented after the court previously denied defendant’s summary judgment motion seeking
the same relief.
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it had previously denied defendant’s motion
for summary judgment.
Topics: Common-Law Negligence;
Procedural Issues

THIRD DEPARTMENT
CHRISTIANSEN V.
BONACIO CONSTR., INC.
129 A.D.3d 1156 (3rd Dept. 2015)
June 4, 2015

BARROS V. BETTE & CRING, LLC
129 A.D.3d 1279 (3rd Dept. 2015)
June 11, 2015
Plaintiff, an iron worker, was directed by his

Plaintiff, a mason tender, was injured when

supervisor to shovel snow on a work site.

a piece of scaffold frame fell and struck him

He was injured when he slipped and fell

as he delivered a load of bricks. Plaintiff

while removing snow. Plaintiff’s employer

moved for summary judgment on his La-

regularly performed snow removal, pro-

bor Law §240(1) and §241(6) claims and

vided its own shovels to its workers, and

the defendant cross-moved to dismiss

discussed snow removal at its safety meet-

plaintiff’s complaint. The court dismissed

ings. Plaintiff alleged violation of Labor Law

plaintiff’s Labor Law §240(1) claim, holding

§200 and §241(6) as well as common-law

that the framing that fell was a usual and

negligence against the general contractor,

ordinary worksite hazard and not the type

the owner, and an additional subcontrac-

of elevation-related risk that the Labor Law

tor. The defendants moved for summary

was designed to protect against. The court

judgment dismissing plaintiff’s complaint.

found issues of fact existed as to whether

The court granted defendants’ motion as to

plaintiff had a viable cause of action under

common-law negligence and §200 claims

§241(6) predicated upon Industrial Code

finding that they did not exercise supervi-

Section 23-5 since plaintiff pled an applica-

sory control over the work and the condi-

ble Industrial Code provision and the facts

tion that caused plaintiff’s fall was a readily

established the scaffold may have been in

observable inherent hazard. The court also

the process of being disassembled.

held that the record established the plaintiff

Practice Note: Although trial courts are typ-

was engaged in remedying the defect that
caused his injury and was thus not action-

ically inclined to find falling objects result in

able. The court also dismissed plaintiff’s

Labor Law §240(1) violations, this Appellate

§241(6) claim that was predicated on In-

Division continues to adhere to the principal

dustrial Code Section 23-1.7(d) which pro-

that typical job site related hazards, even in

hibits employers from allowing workers to

falling object cases do not result in liability

perform work on an elevated surface that is

under the Labor Law.

in a slippery condition. The court noted that

Topics: Falling Objects; Routine Workplace
Risk; Industrial Code Violations

when the injury is caused by an integral part
of the work being performed this industrial
code section does not apply.
Practice Note: In reaching their conclusion
the court concentrated on the work plaintiff
was assigned to perform, who provided him
the direction to perform the work, and the
mechanism of injury as compared to the
task at hand.
Topics: Industrial Code Violations; Authority or
Control Over Work; Burden of Proof;
Common-Law Negligence
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THIRD DEPARTMENT
BOOTS V. BETTE & CRING, LLC
124 A.D.3d 1119 (3rd Dept. 2015)
January 22, 2015

CICCHETTI V. TOWER WINDSOR
TERRACE, LLC
128 A.D.3d 1262 (3rd Dept. 2015)
May 21, 2015

LARKIN V. SANO-RUBIN
CONSTR. CO., INC.
124 A.D.3d 1162 (3rd Dept. 2015)
January 29, 2015

ing, plaintiff attempted to cut a piece of

Plaintiff was injured when a portion of a tree

Plaintiff was injured while working on a win-

plastic with a utility knife when the locking

trunk in the process of being taken down fell

dow replacement project for a school dis-

mechanism that secures the retractable

and struck him. The tree removal was part

trict when a window panel above where he

blade was loose and caused the blade to

of a larger project which entailed removal

was working became dislodged, slid down

break in half and injure plaintiff. Plaintiff

of a fence between two adjacent lots after

its frame and struck him. Plaintiff appealed

brought causes of action based upon Labor

the tree and brush removal was complete.

the dismissal of his Labor Law §240(1) as to

Law §200, §241(6), and §240(1), as well as

Plaintiff brought suit and alleged violations

the construction manager. The court found

common-law negligence. Plaintiff appealed

of Labor Law §240(1) and §241(6). Plain-

that the construction manager’s contract

the dismissal of his §241(6) claim based on

tiff appealed the issue of whether he was

specifically noted it would not supervise,

Industrial Code Section 23-1.10(a) which

engaged in a protected activity under La-

direct or be responsible for the means and

prohibits the use of any non-powered hand

bor Law §240(1) when he was injured. The

methods of the work of the contractors. Fur-

tools with split or loose handles. The court

court found plaintiff was not engaged in a

ther, if the construction manager observed

held that Industrial Code Section 23-1.10(a)

protected activity at the time of the accident

an unsafe condition, its only remedy was to

was sufficient to support a violation of the

since tree removal and tree cutting are not

advise the owner. As a result, the court up-

Labor Law since it sets forth a specific stan-

one of the enumerated statutory activities,

held the dismissal finding that the construc-

dard of conduct for general contractors and

nor is a tree a structure as defined by the

tion manager was not a proper §240(1)

owners. However, that section was inappli-

statute. Further, the court found that the

defendant since it did not have authority to

cable in this case since it was the blade’s

removal of the fence was irrelevant to the

direct, control or supervise the work.

locking mechanism that was loose rather

analysis since it was part of a separate

Practice Note: Construction managers his-

than its handle.

phase of the work that had not been started

torically have not been proper Labor Law

and would have been performed by a third

defendants since their work is administra-

party.

tive in nature. In reaching their decision

While replacing a window of a school build-

Practice Note: In this instance, the court
took strict interpretation of the subject in-

here, the court relied heavily upon the con-

dustrial code provision and focused its

Practice Note: While work that is ancillary

struction manger’s contract. The court also

analysis on the fact the locking mechanism

to an enumerated activity under the Labor

refused to consider statements offered by

was an internal component of the utility

Law will be covered by the statute, the work

plaintiff that were hearsay and not in admis-

knife rather than a part of the handle.

in this case was too removed from the fence

sible form.

removal to be considered ancillary and thus
Topics: Application of Labor Law;
Industrial Code Violations

not covered.
Topics: Protected Activity; Routine Activity;
Falling Objects
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Topics: Authority or Control Over Work;
Burden of Proof; Falling Objects

FOURTH DEPARTMENT
BERNARD V. TOWN OF LYSANDER
124 A.D.3d 1289 (4th Dept. 2015)
January 2, 2015

Topics: Industrial Code Regulations;
Defective or Inadequate Protection

Plaintiff was injured when he fell from a col-

ST. JOHN V. STATE OF N.Y.

lapsing scaffold while working at a construc-

124 A.D.3d 1399 (4th Dept. 2015)

tion site owned by defendant and asserted

January 2, 2015

a violation of Labor Law Section 240(1).
Defendant and plaintiff moved for summary

Plaintiff was injured as a result of a slip/trip

judgment. The court found that the scaffold

while attempting to attach equipment to a

collapse demonstrated that plaintiff was not

truck hitch. Defendant had no connection

provided with proper protection and there-

with the project where the plaintiff was in-

fore, plaintiff was entitled to summary judg-

jured. Defendant owned the construction

ment on liability.

site where the incident occurred, but not
the privately owned parking lot where the

Practice Note: The court rejected defen-

plaintiff was injured. Since defendant did

dant’s sole proximate cause defense since

not occupy, own, control, or employ for spe-

defendant did not provide plaintiff with prop-

cial use the parking lot where the incident

er protection.

occurred, its motion for summary judgment
was granted.

Topics: Failure to Provide Protection;
Sole Proximate Cause

Practice Note: Because defendant had
had no ownership or control over the area

NEVILLE V. CHAUTAUQUA LAKE
CENT. SCHOOL DIST.
124 A.D.3d 1385 (4th Dept. 2015)
January 2, 2015

where the plaintiff was injured, it did not
owe plaintiff a duty of care.
Topics: Authority or Control Over Work;
Common-Law Negligence

Plaintiff was injured after being splashed
with hot tar. Plaintiff’s complaint claimed defendant violated Labor Law Section 241(6)
by failing to provide protective equipment
to employees using corrosive substances
as per 12 NYCRR 23-1.7(h) and regulation 23-2.8(c)(4). Hooded sweatshirts and
short facemasks were the only protection
provided to plaintiff. The court found that
there was an issue of fact as to whether this
equipment was appropriate for the work.
Practice Note: The court relied on testimony from plaintiff’s co-workers who testified
that they performed the same type of work
for other companies and were provided
fire-proof hoods to protect the head and
neck in finding an issue of fact existed as to
whether the safety equipment provided by
defendant was adequate.

to establish that the code violation alleged
by plaintiff was inapplicable to the case.
Practice Note: The court found an elevation-related risk under §240(1) even though
the feet of the ladder were at the same level
as plaintiff the upper extendable section fell
only a short distance.
Topics: Elevation-Related Hazard;
Common-Law Negligence;
Industrial Code Violations

BANKS V. LPCIMINELLI, INC.
125 A.D.3d 1334 (4th Dept. 2015)
February 6, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when he tried to lift a
bundle of insulation to a worker above him.
The bundle fell, hitting plaintiff on his head.
Plaintiff’s Labor Law §241(6) claim was dismissed since the accident did not involve
hoisting equipment, rendering regulations
12 NYCRR 23-6.1(c) and 23-7.1(c) inapplicable.

Plaintiff’s motion for summary

judgment was denied because there was
an issue of fact as to whether plaintiff’s actions were the sole proximate cause of his
injuries, since a boom lift was available for

ZIMMER V. TOWN OF LANCASTER
INDUS. DEV. AGENCY
125 A.D.3d 1315 (4th Dept. 2015)
February 6, 2015
Plaintiff was injured while repairing a heating system when a ladder fell on his arm.
Safety mechanisms in place to prevent sudden movement of the ladder did not perform
properly because they were frozen. Despite

use when lifting heavy materials.
Practice Note: Defendant raised an issue
of fact as to plaintiff’s actions being the sole
proximate cause as there was evidence
that plaintiff elected not use a safe piece of
equipment.
Topics: Industrial Code Regulations;
Sole Proximate Cause

the fact that the ladder’s feet were level with
plaintiff when the incident occurred, it was
found that he was injured by an elevationrelated risk within the scope of Labor Law
§240(1). Plaintiff’s common-law negligence
claim was dismissed as the dangerous condition arose from a contractor’s methods
over which defendant exercised no supervisory control. Plaintiff’s §241(6) cause of action survived dismissal as defendants failed
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FOURTH DEPARTMENT
FLOYD V. N.Y. STATE THRUWAY AUTH.
125 A.D.3d 1456 (4th Dept. 2015)
February 6, 2015

to prevent plaintiff’s death. The court held

The plaintiff was injured by a falling rig-

Topics: Authority or Control Over Work;
Industrial Code Regulations;
Common-Law Negligence

ging cable. Defendant’s motion to dismiss
plaintiff’s §240(1) claim was denied since it

that the issue should be determined by the
trier of fact.

failed to eliminate all triable issues of fact as
whether the object that struck plaintiff was
being hoisted or secured or that required
securing.
Practice Note: A “falling object” must be
one either being hoisted at the time of the
fall, in the process of being secured, or one
which required securing for the purpose of
the undertaken activity.
Topics: Burden of Proof; Falling Objects;
Gravity-Related Risk

The plaintiff was killed when a dump box
lowered suddenly as he was removing
debris. Both parties’ motions for summary
judgment on plaintiff’s Labor Law §240(1)
claim were denied since questions of fact
existed regarding whether the death was
proximately caused by a lack of a safety
device required by statute.
Defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s
§241(6) claim was denied since it was premised on 12 NYCRR 23-2.1(b) which is
sufficiently specific to support liability under
that section. Further, the defendant met its
burden demonstrating the truck was not
overloaded, rendering plaintiff’s 12 NYCRR
23-9.7 (c) claim void. Lastly, plaintiff’s common-law negligence and §200 claims were
dismissed since the defendant owner had
no supervisory control over the dump truck.
Practice Note: The case turned on whether a safety device could have been in place
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Plaintiff was injured as a result of falling
from a ladder while working at defendant’s
home. The owner’s motion for summary
judgment was granted because it did not

MILLER V. WEBB OF BUFFALO, LLC
126 A.D.3d 1477 (4th Dept. 2015)
March 27, 2015
Plaintiff was injured after a fall from a firstfloor windowsill of a building undergoing
renovations. Since the doors of the building were locked, the plaintiff used a ladder
to climb through the window. While waiting
for the ladder to be placed under the window again, the plaintiff leaned too far while
straddling the window and fell out. The
court granted defendants’ motion for sum-

MATTER OF MITCHELL V. NRG
ENERGY, INC.
125 A.D.3d 1542 (4th Dept. 2015).
February 13, 2015

BAUSENWEIN V. ALLISON
126 A.D.3d 1466 (4th Dept. 2015)
March 27, 2015

mary judgment, finding that plaintiff’s conduct was the sole proximate cause of the
incident. The court found that defendants
could not have reasonably foreseen that
the plaintiff would not wait inside building
for the ladder.
Practice Note: Plaintiff’s conduct was the
sole proximate cause of the incident since
there was no causal relationship between
duties owed to plaintiff and his injuries, nor
was it reasonably foreseeable that someone similarly situated would act in such a
manner.
Topics: Common-Law Negligence;
Sole Proximate Cause

direct or control plaintiff’s work. The court
denied the motions of three other defendants to dismiss plaintiff’s §§240(1) and
241(6) since those defendants were identified as construction managers that could
potentially be vicariously liable as an agent
of a property owner where those managers had the ability to control the activity that
brought about plaintiff’s injury. Since those
defendants established they did not actually direct or control the work that resulted in
plaintiff’s injuries, the court dismissed plaintiff’s §200 and common-law negligence
claims.
Practice Note: Property owner was dismissed as he was not directing or controlling the work and his actions were one of
a “legitimately concerned homeowner and
not those of a supervisor.”
Topics: Authority or Control Over Work,
Common-Law Negligence; One- or Two-Family
Dwelling Exception; Vicarious Liability

FOURTH DEPARTMENT
BUHR V. CONCORD SQ.
HOMES ASSOC., INC.
126 A.D.3d 1533 (4th Dept. 2015)
March 27, 2015
Plaintiff was injured when his supervisor
pinned the plaintiff’s leg against the side of
an excavator with a backhoe bucket while
the plaintiff was climbing out of the excavator. Plaintiff and defendant moved for
summary judgment on Labor Law §241(6)
claim. Defendant’s motion to dismiss the
cause of action based on a violation of 12
NYCRR 23-4.2(k) was granted since the
regulation is not sufficiently specific to support that cause of action. However, plaintiff
claimed violations of 12 NYCRR 23-9.4(e)
(1) and (h)(1) were proper because witness
testimony established the backhoe was being “used for material handling” at the time
of the incident.
Practice Note: A cause of action under
§241(6) must be sufficiently specific regarding the cited industrial code regulation to be
valid.
Topics: Industrial Code Regulations
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FOURTH DEPARTMENT

CARR V. MCHUGH PAINTING CO.
126 A.D.3d 1440 (4th Dept. 2015)
March 27, 2015

TOPICS INDEX
Actual or Constructive Notice of
Dangerous Conditions 4, 5, 7,
14, 17
Actual Supervision 5, 13
Application of Labor Law 3, 7, 8, 9,
10, 15, 20
Authority or Control Over Work 3, 4, 5,
7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22

dence when he was carrying a door across
a gap in the floor. The court dismissed plaintiff’s Labor Law §240(1) cause of action
since the accident did not involve a gravity related risk. The court allowed plaintiff’s
of action to remain.

B

to be a “routine workplace risk” and not a

R

Common-Law and Contractual
Indemnification 7, 11
Common-Law Negligence 4, 5, 9, 17,
18, 19, 21, 22, 24
Comparative Negligence 14, 16
Contractual Indemnification 8, 9, 10, 14

work site elevation differentials.
Topics: Common-Law Negligence, Routine
Workplace Risk, Elevation-Related Hazard

D
LOPEZ V. FAHS CONSTR. GROUP, INC.
129 A.D.3d 1478 (4th Dept. 2015)
June 12, 2015

working at a construction site and was

E
Elevation-Related Hazard 3, 7, 8, 10,
11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24

plaintiff’s §240(1) claim were denied as

F

equate safety devices and whether plaintiff

Failure to Provide Protection 8, 10,
11, 21
Falling Objects 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 19, 20, 22

was a recalcitrant worker. Further, the court
determined that regulation 12 NYCRR 231.7(b)(1) is sufficiently specific to be a predicate for a §241(6) claim.

G
General Supervisory Authority 5, 13, 14
Grave Injury 5, 8, 14
Gravity-Related Risk 3, 7, 11, 22

Practice Note: 12 NYCRR 23-1.7(b)(1) applies to any hazardous opening into which
a person may step or fall, provided that the

I

hole is one of significant depth and size.
Topics: Defective or Inadequate Safety
Equipment; Industrial Code Regulations;
Proximate Cause

Industrial Code Regulations 4, 6, 9, 14,
15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24
Industrial Code Violations 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 19, 20, 21

M
Manner and Methods 9, 12, 14, 16, 17
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Recalcitrant Worker 12, 13, 16, 17
Routine Activity 3, 6, 12, 20
Routine Workplace Risk 19, 24

S
Sole Proximate Cause 3, 8, 11, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22

U
Unsecured Ladder 10, 13, 14, 16

V
Defective or Inadequate Protection
8, 10, 18, 21
Defective or Inadequate Safety
Equipment 16, 17, 18, 24

injured. Defendants’ motions to dismiss
to whether plaintiff was provided with ad-

Prima Facie Burden 5, 6, 13, 14,
16, 17, 18
Procedural Issues 13, 16, 18
Protected Activity 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12,
14, 15, 20
Proximate Cause 4, 6, 7, 24

C

pronounced risk arising from construction

Plaintiff fell into a hole in a countertop while

P

Breach of Contract 8
Burden of Proof 9, 12, 19, 20, 22

Practice Note: Carrying a heavy object
across a lateral gap was found by the court

One- or Two-Family Dwelling
Exception 22

A

Plaintiff was injured at a single-family resi-

common-law negligence and §200 causes

O

Vicarious Liability 22

W
Workers’ Compensation Law 8, 14
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